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1. In addition to 5FM’s standard Competition Terms and Conditions, the below conditions 

also apply to the Mini Step Select competition conducted on behalf of Mini Financial 

Services a division of BMW Financial Services (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd (the promoter) 

on 5FM. 

 

a. This Competition participation excludes the directors, members, partners, agents, 

employees, consultants and immediate family members of any employees of the 

Promoter/Organiser, its advertising agencies, advisors or suppliers. 

b. The competition takes place from Monday, 5 September 2016 to Friday, 9 

September 2016 on The Roger Goode Show, which airs between 4pm and 7pm.   

c. To enter, listeners must register by sending their name and the keyword “MINI 

Step Select” to 34 555. SMSes cost R1 and free SMSes do not apply. 

d. There will be one winner per day for five days, and maximum prize value of R45 

000 (forty five thousand) over the promotional period. 

e. At competition time, the show will randomly select an entrant and call them on-

air, while the phone rings, the show will play a pre-recorded countdown that will 

countdown a cash amount with each ring. The entrant must answer with “MINI 

Step Select” to be eligible for the cash prize.  

f. The contestant will win the amount read out when they answer the phone. 

g. Should the contestant answer the phone between two amounts; the contestant will 

win the last amount that played out on-air before the contestant answered. 

h. The total prize money to be given away over the competition period is R45 000 

(forty five thousand), which will be allocated based on the pre-recorded 

countdown and the time the entrant took to answer their phone. 

i. The Judges’ decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into.  

j. The prize winner’s winnings will be made by transfer directly into the winner’s 

bank account within 4 to 6 weeks of winning the competition.  

 

 

 


